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Franny K. Stein is back with another laugh-out-loud experimental adventure in the eighth book in the Mad
Scientist series from Jim Benton, the New York Times bestselling author-illustrator of the Dear Dumb Diary
and Its Happy Bunny series. Franny K. Stein isn't a fan of glamour. She doesn't style her hair, the thought of
wearing makeup makes her want to gag, and she couldn't care less about wearing dressy dresses when she'd
much prefer her lab coat. But sometimes Franny wonders if her mom wishes she were different. Which gives
Franny an idea...for an experiment What if she can turn the beauty products her mom loves into something

more exciting? Every experiment has its experimental error, and when Franny's hair takes on a life of its own,
Franny must save the day (and her hair) to finally realize her mom loves her just the way she is.

Bad Hair Day Volume 8 Benton Jim Benton Jim Amazon.se Books. Find many great new used options and
get the best deals for Franny K.

Bad Hair Day

This GIF by San Diego Zoo has everything bad hair day bad hair LOL San Diego Zoo. Book 8 of Franny K.
Watch Queue Queue. Bad Hair Day Volume 8 by Jim Benton 9781534413375 available at Book Depository
with free. US14.02 US15.99. Butcher flips her hair upside down and blasts her roots with hot air to add some
life back into her hair. Bad Hair Day Volume 8 Franny K. I know that is not really a hairstyle but . 8 Bad Hair

Day Problems Solved.
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